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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOLVING PELL’S EQUATION
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1. Relating Euclid’s Algorithm and Solving Pell’s Equation

We first had the Euclidean algorithm as a way to compute gcd(r0, r1) by finding
successive remainders. Another way is to compute α0 = r0

r1
as a continued fraction:

α0 = n0 + 1
1

(α1=α0−n0
)
. That inverted term will now have the form r1

r2
, with 0 ≤ r2 <

r1. Continue inductively until the continued fraction stops when the remainder is
0. The last remainder before that is the gcd(r0, r1).

Now, you can do this with any real number, α, but unless it is a fraction the pro-
cess won’t stop. The most interesting case for Pell’s equation is when the continued
fraction is repeating. Then it represents a zero of a quadratic equation.

Repeating means that αk1
= αk2

with k1 > k2. As an outline of a project here
is some material that joins different places where Pell’s equation has arisen.

§3.3 (the book says §3.2) explains periodicity of the continued fraction expansion

of
√
N with a geometric diagram. It calls this the Euclidean algorithm as above.

Lagrange (1768) showed the repeating; related it to the cyclic process (p. 78).

What Baskara did: Suppose gcd(a, b) = 1 is a solution of x2 − Ny2 = k. He
formed a solution of a related equation by looking at

(a−
√
Nb)(m−

√
N)(a+

√
Nb)(m+

√
N) = k(m2 −N).

He referred to this as composing the solution (a, b, k) with (m, 1,m2−N), a solution
of x2 −Ny2 = m2−12 ·N .

Dividing both sides by k2 gives a “solution” with Sm
def
= (am+bN

k , a+bm
k , m

2−N
k ),

maybe only rational numbers. But if you choose m so the middle term is as an
integer, then:

(1.1a) a+ bm ≡ 0 mod k =⇒ a ≡ −bm mod k =⇒ a2 ≡ b2m2 mod k.
(1.1b) a2−Nb2 ≡ 0 mod k =⇒ m2 ≡ N mod k.
(1.1c) ma+ bm2 ≡ ma+ bN ≡ 0 mod k.

Therefore all elements in Sm are integers. The idea: Choose m to make m2−N
k

as small as possible. You end up with an actual solution of x2 − Ny2 = k with
k = ±1 or ±2 or ±4. Lagrange showing that this actually worked.

In class on Friday we showed that if x2 −Ny2 = k has a solution for k = 1, and
one solution for k = k0, then there are ∞ly many for k0.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose there are ∞ly many solutions for k = k0. Then, there are
automatically ∞ly many for k = 1.
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Proof. Step 1: Among solutions for k = k0, there are ∞ly many distinct solutions
(m,n) where both m mod k0 and n mod k0 are constant. Why?

Take two of these (m1, n1) and (m2, n2).

Step 2: Form x−y
√
N = m1−

√
Nn1

m2−
√
Nn2

. Similarly form x+
√
Ny and show that the

product of the two is k0

k0
= 1.

Step 3: Show that

x =
m1m2 − n1n2N

k0
and y =

n1m2−n2m1

k0
.

Now use Step 1 to see both are integers.

That is, their numerators are ≡ 0 mod k0. �

Using this, you are prepared to look at §25.2 and to show

Theorem 1.2 (Dirichlet). There is always a solution with k = 1 to Pell’s equation.

Questions: What general result has this as a special case? Why do we care?
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